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Introduction 

Strains of the food-borne pathogen S. enterica serotype Typhimurium 

(S. T.) DT104 are of zoonotic origin, which cause numerous infections in 

humans similarly to most other non-typhoid Salmonellae1. MDR 

pandemic variant of S. T. DT104 with enhanced virulence was detected 

for the first time in the UK in the early 1980s and its prevalence 

increased in the 1990s worldwide2. Such strains also affected the 

livestock in Hungary in the early 1990s3. Multidrug resistance of these 

DT104 strains is conferred by the 43 kb chromosomal gene cluster, 

designated as the Salmonella genomic island 1 (SGI1)4. The island 

contains a complex In104-type integron encoding resistance to 

ampicillin, chloramphenicol/florfenicol, streptomycin, sulphonamides 

and tetracycline (ACSSuT)5. SGI1 was originally described in S. T. DT104, 

but has been detected in numerous S. enterica serovars6–10 and also in 

Proteus mirabilis11,12 and Morganella morganii13. SGI1 is a typical 

integrative mobilizable element (IME), which can spread horizontally by 

conjugation. It integrates into or excises from the bacterial chromosome 

autonomously, but requires the conjugation system of the 

incompatibility group A or C (referred as IncA/C) plasmids for its 

transfer14. Horizontal spread of SGI1 may entail public health risks 

regarding the future treatment of Salmonella infections. 
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IncA/C plasmids are large (110-320 kb), single-copy plasmids, which 

have been described in diverse groups of Enterobacteriaceae and also 

in Pseudomonadaceae, Aeromonadaceae, Morganellaceae, 

Shewanellaceae and Vibrionaceae. Due to their effective conjugation 

machinery and the carriage of various ABR genes, these plasmids are 

often associated with the dissemination of multidrug resistance. In 

addition, plasmids of this family mobilize SGI1, which also confers 

multidrug resistance. IncA/C plasmids have a ca. 130 kb conserved 

backbone and variable antibiotic resistance islands that are mainly 

integrated at specific backbone positions. The antibiotic resistance 

islands carry various ABR genes and MGIs, such as transposons and/or 

integrons. The plasmid backbone carries conserved genes associated 

with replication, regulation, maintenance, DNA metabolism and 

conjugation, and also harbours many genes of unknown functions.  

Conjugation machinery of SGI1 consists of SGI1- and helper-carried 

elements. Both of them seem to encode putative tranfer genes, 

although functional analyses have not yet been performed. 

Understanding of the transfer mechanism of SGI1 and the helper 

plasmid may help in the combat against the MDR pathogens. In addition 

to in vitro studies, the investigation of in vivo horizontal spread of SGI1 

among the intestinal bacteria of livestock is of great importance, as 
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these animals may become reservoirs of zoonotic diseases caused by 

MDR pathogens.  

The main goal of my thesis was to identify and analyse certain 

components of the transfer apparatus of SGI1 and the helper IncA/C 

plasmids, and also to investigate the in vivo horizontal spread of SGI1 in 

chicken gut flora. 

Aims 

I. We set out to explore the conjugation apparatus of IncA/C plasmids.   

The origin of transfer (oriT) locus of the IncA/C plasmids were 

ambiguously identified and the existence of a second oriT was also 

suggested. Identification of two mobilizable regions designated as Mob 

1 and Mob 2 in our group also implied this possibility. Progressive 

shortening of Mob 1 and Mob 2 regions followed by conjugation tests 

of the resulting subclones allowed the identification of a minimal 

functional oriT-like sequence, which proved to be located between 139–

323 bp in Mob 1 and between 119169–119224 bp in the Mob 2 

fragment of the IncA/C plasmid R55. In addition to oriT, the key role of 

the adjacent mobI gene in conjugation of the plasmid was discovered. 

Here, we planned to characterize the oriT region of IncA/C plasmids. We 

wanted to elucidate whether IncA/C plasmids have a sole oriT or a dual 

oriT system. We also planned to test if the helper-encoded MobI 

transfer protein is involved in the mobilization of SGI1. Finally, we 
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wanted to know whether the identified transfer-elements are 

conserved in the IncA/C family.  

 

II. We intended to unravel the details of the mobilization process of 

SGI1.  

MobSGI1 was previously identified by our group as the shortest sequence 

mobilizable by IncA/C helper plasmids if cloned into a p15A-based 

vector. The oriT was identifed on mobSGI1 as a 124 bp sequence between 

18016-18140 bp positions of SGI1, which overlaps the 3’ ends of the 

predicted overlapping ORFs S021 and S022. 

Regarding the conjugative transfer of SGI1, three potential mobilization 

proteins encoded by SGI1 – S019, S020, S021 – were planned to be 

analysed, as previous experiments suggested the importance of these 

genes in transfer. We wanted to confirm their role in mobilization, and 

examine their putative functions by structure predictions. Besides, we 

had the objective to test the importance of the helper plasmid-encoded 

relaxase in the conjugation of SGI1. Interaction studies between the 

identified transfer proteins and the oriT of SGI1 were also planned.  

 

III. In addition to in vitro studies, we aimed to investigate the 

transmission of SGI1 in chicken gut flora under nearly natural and 

selective (antibiotic treatment) conditions. 
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Methods 

Standard DNA procedures were carried out according to122 or using kits 

according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. In addition, the 

following methods were used: 

 Polimerase chain reaction (PCR) 

 Conjugation assay 

 One-step gene inactivation method  

 Scarless deletion 

 Frame-shift mutation via adenine insertion 

 Protein purification based on the protocol of NEB IMPACT 

System 

 PCR-based metagenomic sequencing on Illumina MySeq 

platform  

 

Results and conclusion 

I.1 Deletion analysis of Mob 1 region revealed that oriT1 is required for 

conjugation. It proved to be the sole functional oriT, as IncA/C plasmid 

R16aΔoriT1 was transfer-deficient in spite of the presence of the intact 

oriT2 in Mob 2 region. Even though Carraro et al. identified the oriT of 

pVCR94 IncA/C plasmid in a region corresponding to the Mob 1 region 

of plasmid R55, two deletions in oriT region of plasmid pVCR94 did not 
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abolished the transfer15. This can be explained by the fact, that these 

deletions did not affect the core region of oriT1 (227-300 bp) unlike our 

deletions (targeting the 208-323 bp sequence). Comparison of 152 

sequenced IncA/C family members supported that oriT1 carrying IRs 

from IR2 to IR5 and the 14-bp DRs (170-323 bp) region of R55 and its 

genetic context is highly conserved in the whole family.  

In addition, we confirmed, that the mobI gene adjacent to oriT1 is also 

indispensable for conjugative transfer. Similarly to oriT1 KO, the transfer 

frequencies of mobI KO mutant IncA/C plasmids were under the 

detection limit. We proved that the promoter of the mobI gene overlaps 

the oriT1 sequence. Based on Swiss-Model and Phyre2 modeling, C 

terminus of MobI shows homology with the DNA-binding domain of the 

EIN3 transcription factor of Arabidopsis thaliana. The possibility of DNA-

binding activity suggests that MobI might be an auxiliary transfer factor. 

Even though SGI1 hijacks the conjugation machinery of IncA/C plasmids, 

we found that the plasmid-borne mobI is not involved in the 

mobilization of SGI1. Thus, it appears to be a plasmid-specific transfer 

factor. 

I.2. In addition to Mob 1, another region, Mob 2 was found, which 

seemed to be mobilizable in the same setup. An 56 bp sequence – 

later termed as RecHS – of Mob 2 was proved to be the shortest 

mobilizable region in the presence of wt plasmid R5520. However, we 
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proved, that Mob 2 does not carry oriT. The co-transfer rate of the 

RecHS-carrying p15A- or Bac-based plasmids with the helper IncA/C 

plasmid was found to be nearly 100%. This observation as well as the 

lack of conjugation of these RecHS-carrying plasmids in the presence 

of plasmid R16aΔRecHS or the transfer-deficient R16aΔoriT1 suggested 

that mobilization of Mob 2 region is due to cointegrate formation with 

the helper plasmid. Cointegrate formation was shown to occur via a 

RecA-independent recombination between two RecHS sequences. 

The cognate recombinase was proved to be encoded by the helper 

plasmid itself instead of the host cell20. In addition to cointegrate 

formation, the recombinase proved to be responsible for cointegrate 

resolution as well. Similiarities can be found between the 16 bp IR2 of 

RecHS and the recombination sites of certain site-specific 

recombination systems, such as loxP of P1 phage21, rfsF of F factor22 

or FRT of 2 μm plasmid23 of yeast, which are involved in dimer 

resolution of plasmids. However, RecHS region is absent from 14 of 

152 IncA/C plasmids, which rules out the possibility of having crucial 

role in plasmid stability. 

 

II.1 The importance of three putative transfer-related ORFs (S019, 

S020, S021) in SGI1 was analysed. S020 and S019 was shown to be 

essential mobilization proteins for SGI1. This was based on 
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complementation assays, in which expression vectors of S019 and S020 

restored the mobilization of SGI1 in the KO strains indicating that 

transfer-deficient phenotypes were due to the absence of the 

respective proteins.  

In contrast, S021 seems not to be involved in conjugation at protein 

level as the S021 mutant strain could not be complemented by the S021-

expressing vector, only by the plasmid carrying the whole mobSGI1. 

Furthermore, different frameshift mutations on S021 did not reduce the 

transfer frequency of a mobSGI1-carrying plasmid. These observations 

imply that the transfer-deficiency of the S021-deleted SGI1 can be 

attributed to an unknown soluble factor, other than a protein. It is 

possible that the S021 deletion interferes the transcription or function 

of a putative conjugation-related RNA factor. This RNA can be 

transcibed properly from mobSGI1, but not from the ΔS021 mutant as the 

transfer of SGI1-CΔS021 was fully restored, when mobSGI1 region was 

provided in trans.  

II.2. In addition to oriTSGI1 and the S019-S020 mobilization proteins of 

SGI1, the IncA/C plasmid encoded relaxase (TraI) also proved to be 

important for the efficient mobilization of SGI1. However, it is not 

required for the initiation of SGI1 transfer as decreased, but well 

detectable mobilization of the mobSGI1-carrying plasmid was observed 

in absence of the plasmid-borne relaxase, when the conjugation 
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deficient R16aΔtraI was provided as helper plasmid. Therefore, the 

relaxase functions of SGI1 appear to be encoded on mobSGI1, while the 

plasmid borne TraI might be involved in processes which follow the 

nicking of oriTSGI1, such as unwinding the donor DNA or recruiting the 

coupling protein, which delivers the relaxosome to T4SS. S020 seems to 

be the best candidate to fulfil the relaxase functions as an atypical 

relaxase. It is related to XerH recombinases of the lambda tyrosine 

recombinase family based on protein structure predictions similarly to 

TcpM of plasmid pCW3, which was the first reported atypical relaxase24.  

S019 also seem to be involved in the initiation of transfer. Even though 

no function is assigned to S019, it shows structural similarity with the N-

terminal SAM-4 like domain of lambda integrases and the N-terminal 

DNA binding domains of XerH and Cre recombinases. This raises the 

possibility that S019 is involved in binding oriTSGI1 and/or S020 or in 

protein recruiting into the initiation complex. 

II.3. In order to examine the conjugation initiation complex of the SGI1-

helper system in vitro the purification protocol of S019, S020 and TraI 

was worked out. IMPACT (Intein Mediated Purification with an Affinity 

Chitin-binding Tag) System was used to get soluble protein by affinity 

chromatographic purification. To uncover interactions between the 

purified S019, S020 and TraI proteins with the oriTSGI1, electrophoretic 

mobility shift assay (EMSA) and nicking assay experiments are ongoing. 
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III. In addition to the in vitro studies, horizontal spread of SGI1 was 

investigated in living animal. To reduce the chance of reisolation of the 

donor strain from the gut, two different, conditional lethal (asd- 

mutants complemented by an Ara-dependent or a thermosensitve 

manner) SGI1 donor strains were constructed and introduced into day-

old or 6-days-old chicks. Transmission of SGI1 from both donor strains 

to the experimentally introduced Escherichia coli PC2 recipient strain 

was succesfully demonstrated by nested PCR and isolation of SGI1-

transconjugants. This is the first report of in vivo transmission of SGI1 

into an E. coli strain. We also attempted demonstrate the transmission 

of SGI1 from the donor strains into any member of the chicken gut flora 

with a PCR-based metagenome-sequencing approach. The optimization 

of the workflow is ongoing in order to increase the specificity and 

sensitivity of detection. Once we achieve higher sensitivity, this 

experiment can reveal the range of potential recipients of SGI1 in the 

chicken gut microflora and demonstrate its interspecific spread in vivo. 

It can also show the effect of antibiotic treatment on transmission of 

SGI1. 
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Summary 

Here, we analysed and identified the basic elements of SGI1 transfer 

localized in the mob region either of SGI1 or the helper plasmid. Besides, 

we investigated the in vivo transfer of SGI1 in chicken gut flora. It have 

been shown that IncA/C plasmids have a sole oriT, and ruled out the 

possibility of a dual oriT system. The adjacent mobI gene was confimed 

to be essential for the conjugation, and its promoter region was found 

to overlap the oriT sequence. Additionally, a recombination hotspot, 

which is a recombination site of a putative site-specific recombination 

system, was also discovered on the plasmid backbone. Regarding the 

transfer of SGI1, the key role of two mobilization proteins – S019 and 

S020 – was confirmed, and that of S021 was excluded. S020 was 

suggested to act as an atypical relaxase, which requires the S019 to fulfil 

its function. While the helper plasmid-borne relaxase, TraI, is required 

for its own conjugation , it is not necessary for the mobilization of SGI1, 

although it is required for high frequency SGI1 transfer. The horizontal 

spread of SGI1 in vivo was not investigated before. We demonstrated 

for the first time the transmission of SGI1 into an E. coli strain in the gut 

flora of a living animal. Understanding the horizontal transfer of SGI1 

and the IncA/C plasmids and its limiting factors may improve our 

knowledge about the spread of multidrug resistance. 
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